


About Eden Roc
Cap Cana





Eden Roc Cap Cana is a five-star Relais & 
Châteaux resort nestled in Cap Cana, the 

most exclusive gated beachfront community of 
the Dominican Republic. The 30,000-acre 
community is home to pristine beaches, towering 
cliffs and tropical forests, a bustling marina, and 
the No. 1 golf course in the Caribbean, a Jack 
Nicklaus signature course.

Blending the impeccable standards of the French 
and Italian Rivieras with the warmth and relaxed 
charms of the Caribbean, Eden Roc Cap Cana 
presents 64 all-suite accommodations, 32 lavish 
Boutique Suites and two multi-bedroom villas, 
all with private pools and remarkable comforts, 
26 two-bedroom beachfront suites revealed 
in Spring 2017 and 4 gorgeous Oceanfront 
Bungalows.

The resort recently enhanced its beach club 
with Blue Flag certified private beach to add an 
infinity pool and International themed BLUE 
Grill + Bar. Culinary experiences also include 
fine-dining Mediterraneo Restaurant with 
Executive Chef Adriano Venturini at the helm; 
oceanfront La Palapa, featuring international 
cuisine with traditional local influence; and a 
visiting celebrity chef series providing one of 
the most diverse gastronomic experiences in the 
Caribbean.

Eden Roc Cap Cana boasts the first Natura Bissé 
spa in the world with world-class spa and fitness 
facilities, a kid’s club for children ages 4-12 and 
intimate function space for corporate retreats 
and events.



Delicious  Journeys



Culinary

The cuisine, proposed by our executive 
Chef Adriano Venturini, is a refined and 

personal union of Mediterranean flavors and 
aromas with a unique and creative influence 
of inter-national gastronomy.



MEDITERRANEO 
RESTAURANT

Is the most elegant at the resort, serving 
Mediterranean cuisine unlike any other 

available in Punta Cana, a journey of flavors and 
ingredients from various cultures blended with 
local elements and specialties from artisanal 
suppliers in Europe. 

Mediterraneo is open daily from 7:00p.m. to 10:00p.m.
Dress code: Resort Elegant.

LA PALAPA

At the Eden Roc Beach Club, La Palapa by Eden 
Roc highlights seafood and sumptuous fare 

prepared to perfection and served in a relaxed 
and inviting atmosphere.

Open daily for lunch and dinner, from 12:00p.m. to 10:30p.m.
Dress code: Casual (lunch), Smart-Casual (dinner).



BLUE GRILL + BAR

Eden Roc’s newest restaurant, Blue Grill + 
Bar at the Eden Roc Beach Club, is poised 

to become one of the Dominican Republic’s 
premiere dining destinations for travelers and 
locals alike. True to Eden Roc’s commitment to 
culinary excellence and memorable celebrations, 
the restaurant will feature innovative culinary 
offerings, a show stopping bar and wine showcase, 
cigar cellar and poolside rotisserie.

Open daily for breakfast, lunch and dinner, from 7:30a.m. to 
11:00a.m. and 12:00p.m. until 10:30p.m.
Dress code: Casual (lunch), Smart-casual (dinner). 
In-Room Dining is offered 24 hours daily.

LA CAVA

The resort wine cellar, offers an exclusive area 
for intimate dinners and exquisite pairings 

from the resort’s collection of thousands of 
bottles of the finest French and Italian vintages. 
Beneath a charming domed roof built with 
bricks, the setting has the feel of a cozy cellar in 
an historic hacienda updated for a contemporary 
wine connoisseur.

La Cava can accommodate up to 10 guests for dining and 12 
guests for wine tastings, with special menus fashioned by the 
culinary team.



RIVA BAR 

For vintage charm at cocktail hour and beyond, 
head to Riva Bar. Inspired by the Riva 

Aquarama pleasure boat, a symbol of the glamour 
of Monte Carlo and other Mediterranean 
destinations during the 1960s. The bar serves 
cocktails and signature drinks overlooking the 
resort’s main pool and gardens, open daily from 
5:00 p.m. until 1:00 a.m. Dress code: Resort 
Elegant. 

Opening and closing restaurant schedule may vary according to 
the seas

UVA BAR

Eden Roc Beach Club offers a fashionable and 
relaxed setting to enjoy the natural pleasures 

of sun, sea, sand as well as the passion for wines, 
spirits, and fun cocktails at Uva Bar.

With a Blue Flag-certified private beach, the Club provides an 
intimate setting to connect with loved ones, new friends and 
yourself.



spa & wellness



SPA EDEN ROC
BY NATURA BISSE

The therapeutic qualities of the Caribbean are 
legendary simply basking in the warmth and 

fragrances of the islands have the power to transform. 
Eden Roc Spa by Natura Bissé is an exclusive tropical 
haven of relaxation and calm where native healing 
philosophies and contemporary technologies blend 
seamlessly to deliver extraordinary experiences. 
Capture the rejuvenating aura of this Dominican 
paradise as you indulge in a wide range of world-class 
opportunities that nurture the body, soothe the mind 
and energize the spirit.

Enjoy a wellness journey and immerse yourself in the 
energy of Eden Roc Spa, a natural haven of wellness 
surrounded by serene and sparkling seas. Eden Roc 
Spa specializes in the bespoke, designing wellness 
programs and daily rituals that refresh and relax your 
body, soul and mind.



Exclusive
eden roc spa experiences

BE IN LOVE

Enjoy a being in love with a relaxing treatment with 
your partner (live 120 minutes of pure relaxation, 

60min massage + 60min facial plus 1 Champagne Bottle 
+ Strawberry with chocolate and Decorated Jacuzzi).



DIAMOND EXPERIENCE
LIFE INFUSION RITUAL 

A luxurious experience that preserves the youth of skin 
and helps slow the ageing process. Visibly diminishes 

fine lines and wrinkles, restores a youthful energy to 
your skin, dramatically reserves premature aging, and 
increases firmness and elasticity. A transformative ritual 
that results in a wonderfully firm and glowing complexion. 

WELLNESS MORNING

The activity starts with a Yoga class and a guided 
meditation. After the class we invite our participants 

to enjoy a healthy silent breakfast, and those who would 
like to keep enjoying, will be able to participate in an 
interactive workshop.



FITNESS JOURNEY

Start your journey in movement with a personal trainer 
session focus on what you need and get a sculpture 

treatment at the spa to sculpt your body with an ultra-
concentrated slimming and anti-celuliting gel combined 
with advanced massage techniques to contour your figure 
and finish with a sport massage with stretching to recover 
the energy on your body and continues your journey 
feeling healthy and renewed.

WELLNESS JOURNEY

Starts your day with a yoga class to incorporate together 
physical poses, breathing techniques, relaxation and 

meditation to find balance between body and mind. Right 
after you will enjoy at our luxury spa of a Detox treatment 
with bamboo particles polish away dead skin cells, followed 
by a B mask rich in different types of marine algae that 
will help detoxify, hydrate and firm the body and finishing 
with a Lymphatic Drainage Massage for 1hr. 



The Eden Roc Experience





MOVIE NIGHT AT THE BEACH

Allow yourself to live this wonderful experience of enjoying a private 
screening in which you and your loved ones are the only people in 

the world who have been invited. Explore the magic of connecting with 
the energy of the sea at night, under the stars, enjoying with your family 
or partner where we will set up an improvised private cinema just for you, 
showing any movie you want, from the latest release to a timeless classic. Our 
team will organize and design every detail so that you can live a memorable 
dream experience, enjoy your moment without any distraction.



FAMILY BARBECUE

We want to please all your whims and it is for them that we focus on 
making you live unforgettable experiences. Dine in the freedom of 

your own private terrace, with a delicious grill of your choice. Everything 
at your discretion. Live music to liven up the atmosphere, while a 
shower of stars lights up the sky. Enjoy your own Barbecue in a luxury 
resort as a family or as a couple, let dinner and evening entertainment 
come to you while enjoying the best private dinner in Cap Cana. We 
will put a table on your terrace. The culinary team will set up a live 
cooking station while our resident chef consults you on the evening’s 
menu. Get ready for a private dinner that will delight your senses.



UNDER THE STARS DINNER 

We are experts creating unique experiences for our guests and this one 
is one of our favorites one. You will enjoy a delicious and private beach 

front dinner with your couple or family. We will prepare everything for you 
with a menu adapted to your personal tastes and preferences. Let yourself be 
surprised by our wonderful set up and by the night light over the sea and just 
enjoy your evening.



TEEPEE NIGHT FOR KIDS

Our kids love the Teepee Nights at Eden Roc, we want to welcomes to 
the little ones of your house in this unique sleeping adventure for 

boys and girls that want to live a different and lovely experience. What 
could be more fun than hanging out with friends, in one of our beautiful 
handmade sleeping Teepees? To chat and play games by torch light and to 
eat a midnight feast without boring old grown-ups!! The adventure awaits.



WINE TASTING NIGHT EXPERIENCE

Experience an interactive class on different wines around the world, 
where we’ll learn how to taste and how talk about wines, paired with 

proper appetizers.



BIKE TOUR

Experience the diversity of Cap Cana’s lush geography with our unique, 
eco-friendly bike tour. The cliffs of Farallon, our equestrian stables, 

and the marina are just a few of the stops you’ll see along the way.



WELLNESS MORNING EXPERIENCE

The activity starts with a Yoga class and a guided meditation. After the 
class we invite our participants to enjoy a healthy silent breakfast, 

and those who would like to keep enjoying, will be able to participate in 
an interactive workshop.



Ecological Wonderland



Eden Roc Cap Cana is a leader in sustainable tourism, 
implementing incredibly extensive, eco-friendly conservation 

practices property-wide. Our luxury resort is built to abide by the 
highest of eco-standards, offering indulgence with awareness, and 
has been awarded the By Green Key 2016 and 2019. From energy 
and water conservation to responsible, sustainable culinary practices, 
Eden Roc is passionate about green hospitality.  It’s part of our DNA.

Our resort revolves around the protection of our natural 
environment, home to hundreds of indigenous flora and fauna. 
We provide electric golf carts and bicycles throughout our guests 
stay.  All additional operational carts are hybrid vehicles with a 
minimal carbon footprint.

We are proud of our environmentally-responsible culinary 
practices in the kitchen and beyond.  Eden Roc is a certified Seafood 
Watch partner for our sustainable seafood purchasing practices. 
Chef Adriano Venturini, spearheading the resort’s robust food & 
beverage programming. Chef Venturini is passionate about clean 
culinary practices, focuses on healthy, whole foods of high quality 
and taste, and was responsible for debuting the resort’s organic 
garden, featuring an abundance of fruits, vegetables, and herbs, 
served to guests in each of our restaurants and bars.

The resort also has a multi-faceted “Green Operations” program 
for trash, water and energy practices far surpassing the basics of 
recycling - from our elimination of Styrofoam and significant 
reduction of single use plastic to the removal of all plastic straws. 
We utilize water filters across the resort - providing guests with 
recycled aluminum bottles in place of plastic – and our bathroom 
amenities are provided to our guests in large, refillable bottles.  
All of our water used at Eden Roc is obtained from a natural well 
and is then filtered through a practice called inverse osmosis. We 
also recycle the “gray” water from our guest rooms and laundry 
services in an in-house treatment plant – this water is then used 
for landscape irrigation.

The resort is built to abide by the highest of eco-standards, offering 
indulgence with awareness, and a safety place for our environment.



APIARY TOUR

Do you want a unique and educational 
experience unlike anything you have 

done before? The Apiary Tour takes adults 
and children to the heart of a beehive. 
Thousands of buzzing bees fly around you 
as we explain how these tiny but powerful 
creatures work and live.

TOURS ARE A GREAT 
BONDING EXPERIENCE!

Bring your kids, your spouse, your best 
friend, or a date. Bee costumes will be 

provided, all you need to bring is your sense 
of fun and adventure! Not only will you have 
fun, learn a lot, and take great photos, but 
you will also get to taste some amazing raw 
local honey. Each tour ends with a honey 
tasting.



SUSTAINABILITY DINNING

Led by Adriano Venturini Executive 
Chef, the culinary team creates an 

extraordinary dining experience for you 
based on sustainable practices and locally 
procured ingredients. The resort is certified 
by Bay Aquarium as a Seafood Watch 
partner, which promotes the consumption 
of Dominican Republic seafood.

ADOPT A TREE

Trees can, like sponges, help sequester 
carbon and thus reduce the impact of 

man-made CO 2 emissions. Locally, trees 
provide habitat for wildlife, food for people 
and animals, and stabilize the soil. The gift of 
a tree lasts for generations. Eden Roc offers 
the opportunity to support tree planting 
and maintenance through a Program called 
Adopt-a-Tree. Imagine living this experience 
as a family of planting trees with which you 
will help to contribute to the reforestation of 
lands, connect with nature, help the planet, 
take care of our ecosystem and leave your 
own tree planted in paradise.



Learning Classes by Eden Roc



PIANO LESSONS

This class is the best for our music and 
piano lovers, a sensorial experience 

since the beginning. You will learn the basic 
steps to play the piano like an expert guided 
by our own wonderful pianist artist… 

COOKING CLASSES

Join Eden Roc Cap Cana Food make 
it by yourself guided by our Executive 

Chef Adriano Venturini and his Team for 
an Interactive Cooking & Cocktail Class at 
the Mediterraneo Restaurant. Learn how 
to make a traditional Dominican dish or a 
Mediterranean specialty, and discover the 
basics of cocktail preparation. At the end, 
you will enjoy the creations! Ideal for have 
fun with your family or group of friends.



SKIN CARE ROUTINE

Live a relaxing and interesting experience 
while you learn basics about skin care 

routine with our experts and how to choose 
the product suits to you!  Learn about what 
is right and what is not for your skin type 
and skin condition. During this class we 
will discuss your skin issues and the goals 
you wish to obtain. And we will finish with 
us recommend custom skincare routine.

ROLLING CIGARS

Enjoy a different day with Don Lucas 
Cigars, the owner of an authentic factory 

of Dominican cigars established from 1992 
in the tourist pole of Punta Cana, where 
the discharge demands of this product has 
supported us in constant growth year after 
year, up to managing to be considered by 
prestigious magazines of The United States 
as one of 12 better brands of the Dominican 
Republic. This is the perfect experience if 
you want to learn more about the authentic 
and genuine products of the Dominican 
Republic. The Dominican Republic is the 
biggest cigar-producing country in the World.



SPANISH CLASSES 

Live this Great experience learning 
some Spanish words. This class makes 

lifelong learning and personal enrichment 
available to anyone. Our content-rich, 
unique experience provide you with a world 
of knowledge designed to expand your 
horizons, deepen your understanding, and 
foster epiphanies.

DANCE LESSONS

Come learn some Latin dance moves, 
including bachata and merengue, while 

burning calories and energizing your body. 
The easy to follow routines combine fast and 
slow rhythms, which provide effective, total 
body workouts, Caribbean style.



Outside Experiences



PUNTA ESPADA
AN UNFORGETTABLE GOLF 

EXPERIENCE

With a total of18 holes with a view of the Caribbean 
Sea. Eight of the holes are ocean front, making 

them an irresistible course for golfers., the intricate 
layout of Jack Nicklaus Signature Punta Espada is 
a perfect setting to find inspiration for best shots. 
Golfweek Magazine has ranked Punta Espada as the 
“Number One Golf Course in the Caribbean and 
Mexico” for 11 consecutive years (2008-2019). Forbes, 
selected Punta Espada as one of the top 10 golf courses 
in the Caribbean. Likewise, the prestigious and well-
known magazine, Robb Report ś “Best of the Best”, 
selected Punta Espada as one of the most extraordinary 
golf courses in the world and for several years it’s been 
among the best golf courses by US Today.

CORALES
GOLF COURSE

Designed by Tom Fazio and opened in 2010, 
Corales is an exclusive and dramatic 18-

hole course with six Caribbean Oceanside 
holes. The exhilarating challenge culminates 
playing the Devil’s Elbow, Corales’s last three 
holes. The Devil’s Elbow features the striking 
eighteenth hole with a dramatic forced carry 
over the cliff lined Bay of Corales, an inspired 
capstone to a memorable and breathtaking golf 
experience.

LA CANA
GOLF COURSE

La Cana Golf Club is a 27 holes golf course 
consisting of three nines; Tortuga, 

Hacienda and Arrecife. This Punta Cana golf 
course features 14 holes with ocean views of 
the crystal blue Caribbean Sea. Designed by 
P.B. Dye, this course has become a favorite of 
golfers from all over the world, and keeping 
in line with Puntacana Resort & Club’s efforts 
to be as environmentally friendly as possible, 
La Cana Golf Club was the first course in the 
Caribbean to use paspalum, a grass seed that 
can be watered using sea water.



SCAPE PARK
ECO-ADVENTURE THEME PARK

FEEL AND LIVE THE NATURE

Scape Park is a natural theme park with numerous 
attractions ranging from adventurous and 

adrenaline-pumping activities to cultural and 
highly entertaining experiences, promising an 
unforgettable visit.

Encompassing a surface of more than 1 million 
square meters, its limestone topography presents 
many interesting landforms, the Farallón cliff being 
one of the most spectacular. Multiple caves, caverns, 
and cenotes (natural lagoons) are found within the 
unique landscape of Scape Park.

LOS ESTABLOS
EQUESTRIAN CENTER 

ENJOY THE RIDE

With more than two million square meters 
of property, Los Establos is one of the most 

complete equestrian centers in the Caribbean. 
Los Establos offers disciplines such as dressage, 
equestrian jumping, polo, reining, cross country 
and others.

A fully equipped clubhouse with private rooms, 
restaurants, game rooms and other amenities is the 
heart of Los Establos. This, together with more than 
200 state of the art stalls, indoor & outdoor jumping 
tracks, fields and a complete equine hospital make 
our equestrian center truly unique.



HELICOPTER TOUR
IN THE CARIBBEAN

This unique experience is made for demanding 
tastes and adventurous spirits. Imagine flying 

with your partner or family group through the blue 
skies of the Dominican Republic. We will design the 
experience and the tour as you requested.

We have different destiny options where you will 
Enjoy the panoramic views of any city in the island! 
Get a flight view of Santo Domingo or all over Punta 
Cana in a helicopter ride from 15 to 20 minutes. As 
far as advances are concerned, its pilots will provide 
comments on all the most attractive attractions in the 
city. 

GOLDEN BEAR
TENIS

Cap Cana harbors for the tennis enthusiast four 
(4) illuminated Har-Tru (green clay) tennis 

courts located at the Golden Bear Lodge complex. 
The Har-Tru tennis courts are among the group of 
the slower tracks on the circuit, although they are 
faster than their peers in red clay. In addition, the 
ball gives a higher bonce on this surface, marking 
another difference from red brick dust. These courts 
are built according to the International Tennis 
Federation (ITF) specifications. Tennis classes and 
clinics are offered for players of any level.



NIGHT LIFE
PUNTA CANA

Punta Cana is a wonderful place to spend the night 
after a spectacular sunny day on the beautiful 

beaches of Punta Cana. Party the night away as 
you are treated to unlimited drinks, mainstream 
dance music, and classic club and party hits. Enjoy 
a night of dancing and entertainment to deliver an 
unforgettable experience. You have option like Coco 
Bongo, Imagine and Oro Night Club to have fun, 
dance and enjoy your night.

SUNRISE CRUISE

This memorable experience is focus on make you 
feel special and unique as you deserve. Get up 

ready for an enchanting experience with your partner 
or friends and meet us at the pier. Once you are ready, 
we will welcome you aboard our luxury yacht that will 
function as your morning dining room.

Once you are at sea, our team will serve you a delicious 
breakfast made to your selection as you wish and at 
the time you require it, while touring the beautiful 
Marina that borders the Cap Cana area. Imagine 
having your hot tea or coffee, watching Glowing seas, 
wide panoramas and feeling the breeze on your face, 
what more could you ask for.



unique experiences



MEMORABLE CIGAR TOUR

This is an authentic experience of Dominican 
Republic world, is our complement for the 

visitors in search of authentic and genuine products 
of the country. 

TheDominican Republic is one of the biggest cigar-
producing country in the world. If you love this cigarette 
world you should take this tour in which you will know 
everything you need about the cigarette world in DR.

BREAKFAST AT PARADISE

This memorable experience is focus on make you 
feel special and unique as you deserve. Get up 

ready for an enchanting experience with your partner 
or friends and meet us at the pier. Once you are ready, 
we will welcome you aboard our luxury yacht that will 
function as your morning dining room.

Once you are at sea, our team will serve you a delicious 
breakfast made to your selection as you wish and at the 
time you require it, while touring the beautiful Marina 
that borders the Cap Cana area. Imagine having 
your hot tea or coffee, watching Glowing seas, wide 
panoramas and feeling the breeze on your face, what 
more could you ask for.



HELICOPTER TOUR
IN THE CARIBBEAN

This unique experience is made for demanding 
tastes and adventurous spirits. Imagine flying with 

your partner or family group through the blue skies of 
the Dominican Republic. We will design the experience 
and the tour as you requested. We have different destiny 
options where you will Enjoy the panoramic views of 
any city in the Dominican Republic! Get a flight view of 
Santo Domingo or all over Punta Cana in a helicopter 
ride from 15 to 20 minutes. As far as advances are 
concerned, its pilots will provide comments on all the 
most attractive attractions in the city. 



Celebrations by Eden Roc



Celebrations by
Eden Roc

Eden Roc at Cap Cana offers a total of 753 sq. ft. space. 
An expert staff of event planners and caterers offer 

precise attention to detail, topnotch customer service, and 
any equipment necessary including video conferencing, LCD 
projector with screen, TVs and DVD, VCD and CD players. The 
resort is further ideal for weddings and social engagements, 
with popular locations including the Beachfront Gazebo and 
Eden Roc Beach Club.



WEDDINGS

Our luxury hotel Eden Roc Cap Cana features various multi-purpose spaces evoking an eclectic 
array of ambiances ranging from intimate decadence to modern minimalism ideal for 

destination weddings. We want to make of your celebration a memorable moment, celebrate outdoors 
by the sea or indoors in one of our elegant venues and let us help create the wedding of your dreams.

NEW YEARS EVE GALA “ALLEGRIA”

This is a wonderful season deserves a wonderful celebration, that’s why Eden Roc prepares 
the best Christmas ever celebration for you. We create these memorable moments for 

you, your family and friends. We invite you every year to join with us this delicious journey to 
entertain and delight. 



THANKSGIVING

On Thanksgiving Week, we invite you to stay with us and to retreat and join loved ones in 
rediscovering our paradise with special features and amenities with the glamour of Relais 

& Chateaux, haute cuisine and authentic events. We will have an entire activities week with many 
activities for you and your family. 

VALENTINES GALA EVENT

Enjoy an unforgettable experience staying in Valentines Celebration in Eden Roc Cap Cana 
with your partner, celebrate this special day or month with many couple options that we offer 

to you to make this celebration more special than it is. We have dance lesson when you will enjoy 
and learn how to dance the typical rhythmic of Dominican Republic followed by Romantic couple’s 
spa experience and a couple’s yoga challenge, finishing at night with a memorable dinner at the 
beach under the moonlight starts.



Dominican Culture



The culture of the Dominican Republic is a diverse 
mix of different influences from around the world. 

The Dominican people and their customs have origins 
that predominantly consist of a European cultural 
base, with both African and native Taino influences.

Bachata, a form of music and dance that originated in 
the countryside and marginal rural neighborhoods 

of the Dominican Republic, has become quite popular in 
recent years. Her themes are usually romantic; especially 
frequent are the stories of anguish and sadness. In fact, 
the original name of the genre was amargue (“bitterness”, 
or “bitter music”, or blues music), until the rather 
ambiguous (and mood-neutral) term bachata became 
popular. Bachata emerged and is still closely related to 
the Latin American romantic style called bolero. Over 
time, it has been influenced by merengue and a variety 
of Latin American guitar styles.



The cuisine of the Dominican Republic is primarily 
made up of a combination of Spanish, indigenous 

Taíno, and African influences. Many Middle Eastern 
dishes have been adopted into Dominican cuisine, such 
as the “Quipe” which comes from the Lebanese kibbeh. 
Dominican cuisine resembles that of other Latin 
American countries, especially those of the nearby 
islands of Puerto Rico and Cuba, although the names 
of the dishes sometimes differ. A traditional breakfast 
would consist of mangu, sauteed onions, fried eggs, 
fried salami, fried cheese, and sometimes avocado. This 
is called “The Three Hits” or “The Three Hits”. As in 
Spain, the biggest and most important meal of the day 
is lunch. Its most typical form, nicknamed La Bandera 
(“The Flag”), consists of rice, red beans, and meat 
(beef, chicken, pork, or fish), sometimes accompanied 
by a salad.

Carnival celebrations take place in the Dominican 
Republic every February with parades, street 

dances, food festivals, and music. The festivities also 
take place in the week before Easter Sunday. Parades, 
beauty pageants and different festivals in each town of 
the country fill the week. In June, the country celebrates 
the Holy Spirit to honor the island’s African heritage 
with national festivals of African music.

Concerts, dance groups, arts and crafts stand, and 
chefs also celebrate Dominican heritage with an annual 
cultural festival in Puerto Plata each June. Fiesta Patria 
de la Restauración, or Restoration Day, celebrates the 
Dominican Republic’s Independence Day from Spain, 
which occurred in 1863. National events include 
parades, music festivals, street festivals, and food 
festivals.



Dine Around



BARBUDO

Come for a meal right after visiting Marina 
Cap Cana. This restaurant is known for 

offering Italian and Mediterranean cuisines. 
Nicely cooked tuna, pasta and grilled octopus 
have a nice taste. Barbudo Restaurant offers you 
good wine and an excellent ambiance.

TURIA

You’ll find our Spanis flavors which come 
together in the amezings Paellas which are 

perfumed and colored with the highest grade of 
natural saffron.

LORENZILLOS

The perfect vacation in Punta Cana is 
complemented with the gastronomic 

traditional experience at Lorenzillo ś restaurant, 
Live Lobster with the perfect taste and perfectly 
seasoned seafood meal.

SBG

Enjoy of a vast variety of food in a very 
comfortable ambiance for couples or groups, 

great food and music.



LA CASITA DE YEYA

Dominican cuisine. Open for lunch and 
dinner. 30 minutes away from Eden Roc 

Hotel by car.

NOAH

International cuisine. Open for lunch and 
dinner. 30 minutes away from Eden Roc 

Hotel by car.

PUNTO ITALIA

Italian cuisine. Open for lunch and dinner. 30 
minutes away from Eden Roc Hotel by car.

LA YOLA

Italian cuisine. Open for lunch and dinner. 
20 minutes away from Eden Roc Hotel by car.



CAPITAN COOK

Dominican seafood cuisine. Open for lunch 
and dinner. 35 minutes away from Eden 

Roc Hotel by car.

JELLYFISH

Seafood restaurant. Open for lunch and 
dinner. 35 minutes away from Eden Roc 

Hotel by car.



Shopping



BLUE MAL 
PUNTA CANA

Blue Mall Punta Cana shopping center 
is located just near the Punta Cana 

International Airport and counts with 86 retail 
venues on 18857 square meters pavilions.

MUNDO AUTENTICO

Don Lucas Cigars is an authentic factory of 
Dominican cigars established from 1992 

in the tourist pole of Punta Cana, where the 
discharge demands of this product has supported 
us in constant growth year after year

CASA DE CAMPO

From fine art to fine wine, cigars, clothing, 
and everything in between, the various 

shops and boutiques found across the resort 
have everything from the basics to the sublime.

SAN JUAN
SHOPPING CENTER

2story indoor mall featuring a range of shops, 
services & lively restaurants, plus a movie 

theater.





For Reservations please contact: +1 809 469 7469
info@edenroccapcana.com | www.edenroccapcana.com

Cap Cana, La Altagracia 23203, Dominican Republic.


